
What is JiraCon22?
JiraCon22 aims to bring together the Atlassian User Community, the Atlassian Marketplace Community,
and Worldwide Atlassian Leaders to share what’s new, use case stories, solutions, and tips & tricks to
advance the use of Jira for any team. Last year was our inaugural event and participation was great. Trundl
is excited to host this event again with even more to learn!

 

What you Get…

Need another reason to attend?

A virtual conference for people who want to…

DO COOL $#!% WITH JIRA

SEPTEMBER

 

 

29th
North

America

30th
Asia Pacific

GET MY PASS LOGIN

Takeoff Begins In…

Event is Live!

Live Access
to Atlassian Experts &

Developers to solve your big
challenges.

70+
recordings of workshops and

sessions, accessible post
event.

500+
attendees to connect with &

learn from

GET MY PASS

For every paid pass, Trundl will
donate 30% of ticket sales proceeds
to Ukraine, helping displaced children
and families

Need Technical Assistance?    jiracon@getvfairs.io✉

HOME AGENDA GET MY PASS LOGIN
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2022 Content Tracks

Passes On Sale Now!

Jira & Productivity

Jira is highly configurable & extensible, and we bet you’re taking advantage of
10% of what it can do. It’s time to explore the space!

ESM & ITSM

Jira Service Management is so darn useful, and it’s definitely not just for IT
teams. Learn about use cases & powerful ways to invoke work!

Agile & DevOps

Where are you on your journey? Meet folks who help you adopt better
processes, practices, responsiveness & connectedness.

I WANT MY LAUNCH PASS!

$29
price per pass

LIVE access to all sessions & workshops on both days, September 29 and 30. Your pass includes
access to over 70 recordings after the event, free swag opportunities, the chance to network

and connect with some of the biggest names and businesses in the industry. Join us now!

I WANT MY LAUNCH PASS!

Frequently Asked Questions

JiraCon22 aims to bring together the Atlassian User Community, the Atlassian Marketplace Community, and Worldwide Atlassian
Leaders to share what’s new, use case stories, solutions, and tips & tricks to advance the use of Jira for any team. Last year was our
inaugural event and participation was great. Trundl is excited to host this event again with even more to learn!

JiraCon takes place on Thursday, September 29th and Friday, September 30th, 2022.The event is split over two days. Day 1 is focused
during North America’s daytime hours from 9 AM PDT to 3 PM PDT (12PM EDT - 6PM EDT). Day 2 is during Asia Pacific’s daytime (10
am IST – 4 pm IST)

You get access to both days. However, we recommend you make most of the day that works with your preferred time zone. Within 24
hours of the final event day, you’ll have access to all of the recordings for both days of the event. Do not worry about missing anything!
All sessions & workshops will be recorded and available after the event. We recommend just making the most of your chosen day by
taking part in networking opportunities, learning, and sharing

What is JiraCon22? 

When does JiraCon22 take place? 

What do I get with my pass to attend this event? 

What is the price of a pass to JiraCon22?
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Single passes are $29

Interested in group tickets? Please email jiracon@trundl.com.

Yes! 

JiraCon runs for 2 consecutive days, back to back, and is 6 hours on each day. We recommend you focus on 1 day that works best with
your time zone, and make sure you create your schedule to allow for time to attend sessions, speaking engagements, and networking.
Upon registering, you will receive more information about how to customize your schedule in the coming months to fit the speakers
and presentations you’re most interested in.

Each speaking sessions and workshop are between 30-50 minutes. We know that isn’t always enough time for you to get your specific
questions addressed, so we make sure to have all speakers and experts open to individual outreach before and after the sessions. 

There will be 3 types of sessions:

Presentations: These are seminar-type lectures where you’ll be encouraged to take notes and take in all there is to learn! At the end of
the presentation, if time allows, there may be availability for a handful of questions to be answered.

Workshops: Workshops will be sessions that are specific to one of the 3 content tracks (Jira & Productivity, ESM & ITSM, Agile &
DevOps). There will be a host (the master of the technique or tool) that is presented to a smaller group and it will be conducted as an
open discussion around the specific topic and/or tool. You’ll be encouraged to participate in the open conversation by raising your
“virtual hand” and a moderator will allow you to ask your question. 

Demonstrations: In demonstrations, you’ll learn the basic “how-to’s” when it comes to the specific demonstration topic and/or tool.
You’ll see the step-by-step process of how to implement practical solutions.

JiraCon has so much to offer when it comes to learning all about all things Jira and Atlassian!

To make the most of JiraCon, we recommend staying up-to-date with your email inbox. You’ll periodically receive emails from us
announcing speakers, sponsors, booths you’ll be able to visit, and more. With this, you’ll also receive information closer to the event on
how to customize your schedule to make sure you don’t miss out on the sessions that are more important to you.
All of the speakers and sponsors are so excited to chat with folks like you! So after registering, keep an eye on your email inbox for
emails from jiracon.trundls@vfairs.com to learn more about what's coming and how and when you’ll be able to set your custom agenda.
Lastly, we recommend taking advantage of the prizes and games - you can get some cool stuff just for participating!

For JiraCon 22, Trundl is using the vFairs platform. We will ensure the experience is fun and intuitive, and that all instructions, links, and
advice will be in your hands (inbox) prior to the event so you’re ready to make the most of the event experience!

Yes! And part of your cost of admission gives you access to all of the recordings. Even if you pay for a Pass, and for some reason you
cannot attend, you will get access to the recordings. 

We’re a Platinum Enterprise Atlassian Solution Partner based in the US, India, and Canada. We have a bunch of Atlassian fanboys & girls
here and we think the Atlassian Community is awesome. Hosting a big Atlassian-focused event is exciting and we love to bring people
who need ideas and solutions closer to people who can help. 

Are there group discounts?

What is the duration of JiraCon22?

What is the duration of the speaking sessions? 

What can I do to make the most of this event?  

How will I connect and participate in this event? 

Will the event be recorded? 

Who is Trundl? 

Presented BY

Sponsors
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Stay in the Know
Stay tuned for all the latest updates on sponsors, speakers, and
sessions available to you. You’ll be the first to know when the
agenda has launched and get access to all of the information you
need to know prior to the event. This includes information on how
to create your own custom schedule and how to make the most of
your JiraCon experience.

Launch Into Action
Purchase a Pass

Visit Trundl.com

Connect with JiraCon22
   

#JiraCon22

Terms of Use
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